Ettor, Giovanniatti and Caruso Accused. The Jury was out for six hours. Judge Quinn concluded his charge to the jury yesterday at 1:54. He stated that in evinced a conviction the only verdict against Ettor and Giovanniatti might be second degree murder, while Caruso might be convicted of first or second degree murder. Great enthusiasm followed the verdict of acquittal. Beslowood.
WORKER

ITALIAN WORKER

OF COURSE WE WILL DO IT

We appear this week with the new business to grow we now have. So it will be eight pages regularly. It all depends on your readers.

We have plans in view to make the "Worker" better with each issue. These plans all things to the sound of an organizing walk which helps workers are kept up.

We are practically the only one in the world that is on a self-supporting basis while carrying no paid advertising. This is not regularly written anywhere else.

Here is what we have in store for our readers:

A series of cartoons published by our graphic editor.

A continuation of the "Mr. Block series and occasional two column cartoons to drive home certain points.

Reports of political events in the country where workers talk, and other views of interest.

Articles on the general workers' movement, which are directly connected with industrial unionism.

Technical articles on the machinery where the class struggle rages the fiercest. News notes from men on the job.

Bits of description from organizers and speakers to show how workers are organizing in the coal, steel and automobile industries.

A special correspondent to deal with actual experiences in various industrial centers to combat the fallacious idea as to all organization at the point of production. A larger side of topics on a better grade of paper. This feature will make it a pleasure to read "Industrial Worker" even by your friends in the business houses of the country.

These are but a few of the things in store for our readers, as the "Worker" is always on the march. It will be hit at once the time becomes possible, so far we know the loyalty of the supporters of this paper.

We are starting a new branch of industrial unionism at right now to make our next special issue a tremen-

Our aim is to be the metals, the United States and Canada.

It will be eight pages, or just four pages at half the price, depends largely upon circumstances.

We shall be No. 196 and will be arranged to reach all locals for the first time.

The labor movement is the basic industry on the Pacific Coast, & typically so for a whole country.

We already have a good foothold. This issue will put seven men into the field of the National Industrial Union of Forest Lumber Workers.

Start the ball rolling right now for a record breaking bound.

WE ARE PROUD OF OUR ENEMIES

The American textile workers, the of their third-annual convention at Rochester, New York, on Na-

The latest convention of the National Industrial Union was held in Rochester last year, those who aim to supplant it.

Their deliberations were as strongly urged with fear that the workers of the world should be in army as they were to laughable.

They therefore declared that "textile workers do not em-

It is a fact that John Golden of the United Textile Workers offered his services to the employers as the workers in the mills. This is a fact that the men on strike at Indianapolis, in charge of the workmen's association, were imported from Baltimore, Md., to break the strike, refused to see them.

The strike was settled, and the men are now employed. They joined instead. Because the union honor rolls distinction. To some extent, the coal miners have endorsed the strike. How's that for solidarity?

CASES IN CONTRAST

Says the Indianapolis Register (in its issue in No. ve-

"Labor as a whole seems to take but little interest in the politics of our country. To them the word "labor" is a thing that means the men who are engaged in the various various duties that culminated in the blowing up of the Los Angeles Times building, have not even the half-hearted support of the body with which they are affiliated.

The defendants are merely all of the opinion that the wage system is a failure. Their idea is that all the workers are do is to secure some amelioration in their lot. That ideal is not in the least bit popular and it is not shared by the workers of the world.

Contract this case with that of the men in Silver, Mass.; Rich-

Contrast this case with that of the men in Silver, Mass.; Rich-

Contract this case with that of the men in Silver, Mass.; Rich-

Contrast this case with that of the men in Silver, Mass.; Rich-

Stand firm in your defense and look after your defense in a manner where men are masters of the country's fate and are more fully employed. They stand for industrial freedom and the increasing cost of living.

For the same reason the Ochrewell has held second place in industry. The sturdy northern lumbermen did not stand shock from the cost of living wage slavery.

Back of the statement that the Indianapolis is not a stilts well established and a fair and impartial trial. As though a worker ever gets a fair chance to fight the course of the maestro.

We desire to see freedom gained for the workingmen in Indianapolis. If we thought for a moment there was a chance for our organization to be of real value to the workingmen, we would adopt the organization which they represent is too useful to the em-

Our purpose in mentioning the cases is to show by vivid contrast that it is not the "workingmen's union" which is an organization that is content merely to die, and one with a slowly evaporating nature.

(Continued on page three)
WE ARE PROUD OF OUR ENEMIES

In the image, the text is not legible enough to transcribe accurately. It appears to be a page from a book or a magazine, but the content is not clearly visible. If you can provide a clearer image or a more legible version, I would be happy to assist you further.
Moving Pictures of San Francisco

By Thomas McConnell, Jr.

The picture dates back more then a year ago in which a San Francisco's most famous figures were being filmed in the old waterfront. It is one of the most interesting and romantic events in the city's history. The pictures were taken by the camera of the San Francisco Chronicle, and were published in the newspapers. The pictures show the city's teeming life, with its busy streets, bustling markets, and lively streets.

The pictures were taken by a team of photographers who had been hired by the Chronicle to capture the essence of the city. They were not just capturing the city's architecture, but also the people who made it such a special place. The pictures show the city's culture, its history, and its people.

The pictures were published in the Chronicle, and they quickly became a sensation. People were fascinated by the city's beauty, and they were thrilled by the opportunity to see it through the eyes of the photographers.

The pictures were a huge success, and they helped to raise the Chronicle's readership. People were eager to see the city's life, and they were eager to see it in a new and different way. The pictures were a reminder of the city's unique character, and they were a tribute to its people.

The pictures were a reminder that the city was more than just a collection of buildings. It was a place where people lived, where they worked, and where they played. The pictures were a reminder that the city was a dynamic and ever-changing place, and that it was always worth exploring.

The pictures were a reminder that the city was a place of wonder, and that it was a place of beauty. They were a reminder that the city was a place of hope, and that it was a place of dreams.

The pictures were a reminder that the city was a place of history, and that it was a place of culture. They were a reminder that the city was a place of community, and that it was a place of connection.

The pictures were a reminder that the city was a place of joy, and that it was a place of joy. They were a reminder that the city was a place of caring, and that it was a place of love.

The pictures were a reminder that the city was a place of beauty, and that it was a place of beauty. They were a reminder that the city was a place of light, and that it was a place of light.
Louisiana-A Rare Struggle Against the Knife Industry

J. H. Murray, owner of the New Orleans Times-Democrat, has been called upon to the bar of the Good Government League to give his reasons for the opposition of the League to the knife industry. Mr. Murray has been a strong advocate of the League for the past six months, and has been able to get the support of the Times-Democrat for the League in that period.

Mr. Murray said that he had been called upon to the bar of the Good Government League to give his reasons for the opposition of the League to the knife industry. He said that he had been a strong advocate of the League for the past six months, and had been able to get the support of the Times-Democrat for the League in that period.

The League has been opposed to the knife industry for a long time, and Mr. Murray has been able to get the support of the Times-Democrat for the League in that period.
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The League has been opposed to the knife industry for a long time, and Mr. Murray has been able to get the support of the Times-Democrat for the League in that period.
Louisiana-A Rival to the ICC

The state of Louisiana, grand for its railroad, has been looking to build another railroad that can hold its own. "Tremбра" has been built by the Southern Railroad, and is a rival to the ICC. But the state is not satisfied with this, and is also working on another railroad, the "Trembera," which is expected to be completed in a few years. The Trembera will be a rival to the ICC, as it will be able to carry goods and passengers to and from the state. The Trembera is expected to be a great success, and will compete with the ICC for business. The Trembera is expected to be completed in a few years, and will be a rival to the ICC for business.
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How the B. T. W. Was Organized

In the National's Ship-Nav for November is an article by J. C. Davis recounting the organizing of the Lumber Workers. The story is told by J. C. Davis, who reports on his experiences as an organizer for the I. W. W.

In the past, the organizing of the Lumber Workers has been a difficult task. The workers are often isolated and have little support from outside. The I. W. W. seeks to change this by organizing the workers and fighting for better wages and conditions.

The article describes the challenges faced by the organizers and the strategies they used to overcome them. The organizing of the workers was a victory for the I. W. W. and a step towards a better future for the workers.

A Correction

The article contains an error in the names of the individuals involved. The names of the organizers should be corrected to properly reflect their contributions.

An Urgent Appeal to the Tie Makers

An urgent appeal is made to the Tie Makers to support the organizing efforts of the I. W. W. The tie makers are urged to join the union and help improve the working conditions of the workers.

An appeal is also made to the workers themselves to join the union and fight for better wages and conditions.

A note to the readers is included, reminding them to stay informed and support the causes of the I. W. W.

The Blanket Staff
Can the A. F. of L. Organize the Unorganized?

Mr. Block

Meet Others

Mr. Block

A Well-Merited Record

BANDER VS. WILSON

Oakland, Nov. — On Sept. 12, 1911, we marched in the parade of the Southern Pacific to give a benediction for the union of strikers. The parade started at 9 a.m. and was led by the band, with the unionists following in line. We marched all day, suffering from the heat and thirst but continuing our march until the unionists were victorious. Our march was a triumph, and we were hailed as heroes by the people of Oakland. We continued our march to the end of the line, and then returned to our homes. A well-merited record.